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Talk to us about your EHR needs.
Contact us:

Built by a physician, for physicians. Amazing Charts was founded in 2001
by a practicing physician familiar with the challenges independent clinicians
encounter on a daily basis. Since then, Amazing Charts consistently ranks as a
top EHR for ease of use and remains an affordable option for private medical
practices. Amazing Charts is focused on providing easy-to-use solutions so
you can spend more time with your patients and less time with your computer.

“I love the fact that your whole chart is all on one screen.
[Amazing Charts] is very easy to use, there’s no learning
curve on it, and it was simple and straightforward.”

•

(866) 382-5932

•

www.amazingcharts.com

“Because of its focus on usability, I’m able to see
more patients in a day with Amazing Charts.”
— Gerardo Carcamo, MD

— Wendy Gottlieb, MD

WHAT MAKES OUR EHR DIFFERENT?
Designed by a Doctor
Unlike other EHRs, the Amazing Charts software was originally built
(and coded) by a physician. Who else can say that? If your EHR
is cumbersome and not intuitive to use, there’s a reason why!

Easy to Use
Amazing Charts is designed to minimize clicks and
present more information on one screen, which saves
you time. We challenge you to compare how many clicks
it takes to complete a chart in your current EHR!

If you see 30 patients per day and it
takes you 5 extra minutes to chart
a routine patient visit using your
current EHR, that’s 2+ hours per day,
or 10+ hours per week, wasted on
charting. This adds up over time
and costs your practice revenue.

JOIN OUR NATIONWIDE
COMMUNITY OF 15,000+
PHYSICIANS AND
8,000 PRACTICES

Affordable Option with a Real Free Trial
We understand “affordable” is a relative term, but when
compared with other options for private practices, Amazing
Charts provides strong value. It’s ranked high for overall
satisfaction for that reason. We also offer a 28-day free
trial so you can use the actual product in your practice.

We’re a part of the Harris Healthcare family, providing significant financial stability. Harris practices the “Family is Forever”
policy, meaning it never sells the companies it acquires. You never need to worry about a new owner taking over your
software. This also means that clients can take advantage of the “Software for Life” philosophy. Regardless of which
solution clients choose, they receive the same level of service, support, and long-term technology protection, forever.
(866) 382-5932 | www.amazingcharts.com
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
e-Prescribing

Messaging
With our intra-messaging
system, charts are
accessible and
editable within any inbox to any
users with appropriate access.

Amazing Charts
contains a robust and
built-in e-Prescribing
module. Powered by NewCrop, a
SureScripts Certified Solution.

Charting

Scheduling
Book, reschedule and even
document missed and
no-show appointments.
Set appointment types and duration
and quickly rebook appointments.

Patient Portal

Templates

Easy, one click access to
chart summaries, lab results,
referral summaries and
past encounters summaries. No more
re-documenting the same information!

Amazing Charts
templates are designed
to both work easily and to
minimize the risk that your notes all
end up being essentially the same.

Maintenance & Support
Telephone, email, chat
and remote access to USbased support personnel.
Receive regular program and database
updates to improve your EHR usability.

Work with your patients
electronically to
exchange messages,
share visit summaries, test results
and educational materials.

Reporting

Billing

Our user-friendly
reporting tool provides
common preset
queries as well as the ability to
build your own complex queries in
an easy, step-by-step process.

When you sign a note in
Amazing Charts, an electronic
superbill is automatically
generated and stored for billing. We
also have Practice Management
and Billing Service Solutions.

WE HAVE ADDITIONAL TOOLS YOUR
PRIVATE PRACTICE NEEDS TO THRIVE
Practice Management: An interactive dashboard allows
you to stay on top of all of your claims and payments.
Automated eligibility and claim status checks help
improve reimbursements. Appointment reminders and
patient payment options improve patient satisfaction.
Population Health: Track and report on Clinical Quality
Measures. Identify care gaps and fill appointments.
Better manage care of your patient panel.

HEAR FROM YOUR PEERS
Want to hear directly from Amazing Charts users?
Access our case studies and videos by visiting
amazingcharts.com or clicking the buttons below.
Read Case Study

Watch Videos

Remote Care: Improve patient care and overall
satisfaction using telehealth. Enhance care
coordination with virtual preventative care
tools for patients with chronic conditions.
We have additional EHR options available if they are a
better fit for your practice. Simply ask to learn more!

Contact Us Today. We’ll Guide You Through the Switching Process – We Promise!
(866) 382-5932 | www.amazingcharts.com

